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Lazy Money: What is it ?
Lazy money is a common term used to describe the EQUITY available in your property

Home Value - Outstanding Mortgage = Equity 

EXAMPLE

$800,000 (Val) - $300,000 (Mortgage) = $500,000 (Equity)



Lazy Money: How to Unlock it?
You can actually use some of this 'Lazy Money' to invest. 

*Note lenders will typically only allow you to borrow up to 80% of the property value

This is called 'Accessible Equity'

(Home Value x 80%) - Outstanding Mortgage = Accessible Equity 

EXAMPLE

$800,000 (Val) x 80% = $640,000 - $300,000 (Mortgage) = $340,000 (Accessible Equity)

x 80%



Example: Using Lazy Money to Invest ..

Existing Home Loan

$300,000

IP Deposit & Costs

(via lazy money)

$200,000

Home Value

$800,000

Untapped Usable Equity

(for buffer or other

investment)

$140,000

($800,000 * 80% =

$640,000 - $300,000

= $340,000 -

$200,000 = $140,000)

IP  Loan 80%

$420,000

IP Purchase

$600,000



Lazy Money: Unlocking is a Process! 

Valuations

Credit Reports

Supporting documents

Structures

Applications

Approval

Discharges

Funding = Access to Ca$h ! 

* Tip - Get the funds ready when you don't

need it !

There is a series of steps you need to go

through in order to unlock Lazy Money:



Lazy Money: 'Insider' Secrets ...
The finance industry refers to accessing

lazy money as 'Cash Out'

Not all lenders have an appetite for 'Cash

Out' and make it simple

Some lenders make it easy, others make it

really really hard and want lots & lots of

detail

* Tip - You need to plan strategically, and

select the right lenders for each part of the

process



Serviceability: What is it?
In simple terms, 'serviceability is to the

ability of someone to make repayments on

a loan.

Serviceability is calculated by adding up

your income from all sources, subtracting

your living expenses & other

committments. 

The balance remaining or 'Uncommitted

Income"  is what is left to repay the new

loan. 



Serviceability is ...CRITICAL !!!
Equity is USELESS without serviceability 

You can have mountains of equity but if you

can't service the loan the lenders will NOT

give you the money !

Building serviceability can take time ...

The first step is to understand become

aware where you are at.

The next step is to take actions to enhance

your position (this can take years)

*Tip - Get yourself in a position to maximise

your serviceability



Serviceability: Quick Wins
Reduce Credit Card limits

Cancel Buy Now Pay Later  (BNPL) Accounts

Consolidate unsecured debts 

Manage living expenses carefully

Re-amortise home loans (ie extend term)

Consider taking P&I repayments vs Int Only

Stop voluntary superannuation deductions

Review Additional Expenses: eg:

Private Health Insurance

Income Protection Insurance



Serviceability: Think strategically

Restructuring your property portfolio

Adding additional income to the household eg:

increasing hours, second job etc 

Considering the impact of additional living

expenses such as private school fee's, income

protection insurance

Reviewing employment / income trajectory

Things to consider over the longer term:



Serviceability: Insider Secrets..
Non bank lenders are not governed by the

same rules as ADI's (Authorised Deposit

Taking institutions)

Because as different set of rules apply

Non Banks are targeting 'Prime Borrowers'

to maximise their niches

Serviceability can be much greater

Rates are now very close to major banks for

'Prime Borrowers'

*Tip - Avoid non banks at your peril !



Scenario: Serviceability, Limited Cash?

What if I have excellent serviceability but limited

cash or equity?

*Tip - Get creative .....

Think JV's

How can you partner with someone who  may

have access to cash or equity but has limited

serviceability? 

Networking is key 



Thinking of quitting your job and doing property

full time ?

*Tip 1 - Think again :) 

*Tip  2 - Plan very carefully ...

Serviceability is critical to accessing money.

Does your partner have sufficient income for you

to leverage from?

If transitioning from PAYG to self employed do

you have the structures and income to show the

bank? 

Scenario: I want to quit my job ...



Loyalty tax is a tax on loyal bank customers.

It refers to the higher interest rates paid by existing

home loan customers compared to new customers.

It is not a tax in the traditional sense, but rather a

premium paid by existing customers. 

The difference in interest rate paid exists because

banks offer larger discounts to new customers

compared to the lower discount offered to existing

loyal customers.

Loyalty Tax: What is it? 



Loyalty Tax: How to Avoid it 
Review your home loans every 12 - 24

months (work with a broker who offers this

service)

Request better pricing from your existing

lender

Consider refinancing to a lender to a new

loan or lender to take advantage of larger

discounts which are not available for

existing loans

1.

2.

3.

*Tip - Beware of clawback periods



Broker 'Brownie Points': How to win them! 
Organise your documents in advance (you

will need these)

Respond to requests for more information

quickly (we don't make requests just for the

fun of it!) 

Time is money. Be respectful of your

brokers time

Understand your broker is only paid if they

actually settle a loan

Be mindful of clawbacks !!

Be prepared to pay a fee for advice  

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



Closing Thoughts: Opportunity Cost ...

Consider the opportunity cost of not

making a start 

Consider having Lazy Money sitting there

but not being in a position to access &

leverage it ...

The best deals often require you to be

decisive, the ability to move FAST & have

access to the CA$H to fund them

By not making a start you ultimately miss

out on the compounding effects over time 



Q&A's

Hit me up !! 

www.staxhomeloans.com.au
m: 0401 032868

e: ollie@staxhomeloans.com.au



Home Loan Chaos .... Simplified
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